
 

Town of Shelter Island Green Options Advisory 
Committee 

Minutes of the December 13, 2018 Meeting 
 
 

Members Present: Chair Tim Purtell, Herb Stelljes + liaison 
Albert Dickson + Sara Gordon Penny Kerr, John Kerr 
Absent: Don D’Amato 
 
Open meeting: 
—Tim invited Sara, Penny, and John to attend to follow up on 
a renewable energy presentation that took place at the 
Library on November 2nd.  Tim talked about meeting with 
Gordian Raacke and East Hampton renewable energy chair 
Linda James and attending Linda’s renewable energy 
committee meeting. 
 
Batteries: 
—John talked about a Tesla battery (12k @ $11,000). 
Mentioned PSEG will be offering incentives. Sara asked why 
they would offer incentives. John explained that batteries help 
take demand off the grid.   
 
Energy audits: 
—John mentioned that there are grants available for home 
energy audits. 
 
Sag Harbor: 
—Sara suggested Tim get in touch with Sag Harbor mayor 
Sandra Schroeder. 
 
Library presentation: 



—Penny talked about the renewable energy presentation and 
the hope that the Town Board could have a similar 
presentation. Sara suggested inviting Gordian and Linda to 
give their presentation to the TB in January.  Tim will set this 
up.  
—Penny suggested the Town commit to some goals. Herb 
suggested having a booth at the 2019 Expo with stated goals 
and a chart showing how the Town is doing. 
 
Town EV car: 
—Herb asked Albert about Town purchase for an EV. Albert 
confirmed that the TB is considering this. The conversation 
reminded Tim to check the EV station for use. 
 
Community solar/Community Choice Aggregation: 
—Sara asked if there’s anything in the PSEG agreement for 
the new cable connection that would prevent SI from having 
our own energy grid.  Tim will investigate. 
—Tim talked about Southampton’s push for CCA. 
(Southampton’s Lynn Arthur reached out to Tim.) Tim shared 
the literature and there was a discussion to be continued. 
 
Styrofoam: 
—Tim mentioned that Southampton is investigating banning 
Styrofoam.  There was a discussion about green containers 
including differences in cost between them and Styrofoam. 
There was also a discussion about plastic and paper straws. 
 
Outreach: 
—Sara talked about how Sylvester Manor is working with the 
school. Could students do a presentation? How can we open 
the Green Committee to students to express their 
environmental concerns and ideas? It was suggested that we 



invite the school when Gordian and Linda present to the TB. 
There was also a discussion about outreach to the community 
on a regular basis versus once a year at the Expo, via facebook 
and instagram. 
 
Climate change: 
—John mentioned attending a climate change event. Tim 
mentioned Laury Dowd’s presentation to the TB several years 
ago that addressed climate issues that the Island will face. 
Albert pointed out that the Town may have not have resources 
to address future issues. Tim talked about rising water levels 
and how to get solid data. Sara recommended reaching out to 
Allison Branco.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


